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in the game, the player can travel from the city of vice city to any one of the eleven story missions or the sandbox mode. if the player enters a certain area of the game world without the
necessary transportation, they will not be able to use the desired vehicle. for example, if the player enters any of the game missions without a vehicle, they will be able to drive a taxi cab. a
taxi will be available for rent at the missions until the player arrives. the player can earn money by performing missions for specific factions, and can spend the money on various items. there
are two ways to earn money: the player can steal money from people in the game, or they can perform jobs for a gang. all the gangs that the player can join are considered to be gang
factions (as opposed to the individual gangs that they had previously encountered). they are: the diamond cartel, the big fat italian mob, the cubans, the nigerians, the yakuza, the triads, the
thugs, the vice lords, the decepticons, the rednecks, and the russians. however, the player can not start a new gang. there are four different jobs to perform for gangs, and the player can
earn up to five hundred dollars per mission. it is, of course, impossible to say which one of the gta games has been the dma's biggest commercial success, since all three have been selling
extremely well, but the pc-exclusive vice city (which utilises the same engine as the rockstar game for the playstation ) is likely to have been the most profitable of the three, given its huge
install base and the fact that the nintendo 64's poor system sales have prevented it from enjoying the same success on that system. vice city was released in 2001 for the pc in the u.s., and
although the pc port included all of the features of the console version (including the ability to interact with the environment and customise your character), the port contained a variety of
interface and gameplay changes, including a redesigned vehicle selection screen and a more direct method of choosing missions. vice city was also enhanced with the ability to play as the
protagonist carl johnson, who made an appearance in the playstation and n64 titles. vice city was a success, selling over 2 million copies on the pc platform, and in 2006 dma continued its
support for the title, releasing san andreas for the pc. san andreas was an ambitious effort, providing the same level of freedom and customization as the original game, but adding elements
such as detailed weather effects and a new type of mission that allowed the player to escape from an area on foot.
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